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NEW AL WUROOD INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, JEDDAH 

  Affiliated to CBSE – New Delhi, Affiliation No: 5730008 

Evaluation -3 March, 2022-23 

Worksheet 1 

                                                          Grade 3 

SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

1.Which of these combinations of the weights will be equal to 1 kg? Choose ALL 

correct Answer 

A. 200g,300g,200g,100g 

B. 300g,100g,200g,400g 

C. 200g,100g,500g,300g 

D. 400g,100g,400g,100g 

2.Fill in the blanks:- 

A. 7,839g= _____kg and _____g 

B. 8kg 450g= ______g 

C. 5kg 816g= ______g 

D. 3,542g= ______kg and ______g 

3.The capacity of the jug is equal to the capacity of 4 glasses, the capacity of the pot is 

equal to the capacity of 2 jugs, the capacity of pot is equal to the capacity of how many 

glasses?__________ 

4.Write True or False 

 

 

 

 

A. The cow is lighter than one goat. 

B. The weight of the cow is equal to weight of the two goats. 
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5.Circle all the weights that add up to 1L. 

      A.200mL   B.300mL    C.100mL    D.450mL     E.150mL    F.500mL 

6.Convert:- 

A. 8kg B.6500g 

C.5L 500mL D.7L 

 

7.Draw and color the measuring jar to show the correct amount of water. 

A. 500mL 

 

 

 

 

B.1L 
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8. Fill in the Blanks:- 

A. _________________ is the unit of weight used to measure heavy object. 

B. An amount of water that a container can hold  is called _____________ 

9.Write if True or False. 

A.                                                                                                      ₹200 

 

 
B.                                     ₹10 

 

 

10. Convert:- 

A. ₹7 B. 250p 

11. Match the Following 

₹6 ₹10.50 

1050p ₹8.50 

805p 600p 
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12. The cost of a ball is ₹49, What is the cost of 4 such balls? 

 

 

13. At the end of every week, Riya deposits ₹200 into her account. How much money 

will she have her account after 6 weeks? 

 

 

14. Jhon buys 3 pencils, a lunch box and 2 pairs of shoes. How much change does he get 

back in each case? Show your work 

Item Pencil Lunch box Pair of Shoes 

cost ₹15 ₹120 ₹250 

 

A. If he pays with two ₹500 notes. 

B. If he pays with four ₹200 notes. 

 

15.Fill in the blanks:- 

A. ₹200+₹5+50p+______+₹250= ₹461 

B. ₹20+₹45+50p+50p+____+₹24= ₹100 

C. ₹100+₹50+₹49+_____+₹100= ₹300.50 


